
SUCCESSFUL
TECHNOLOGY
DEPLOYMENT
DEVICE PROTECTION ISN'T ENOUGH.

 

= 23,385 Cases

“UZBL has made a huge impact on keeping our devices break/fix count below 4%. This low

breakage rate has saved the district financially, allowing us to sustain device accessibility for

future students. I truly believe we would have a higher number without UZBL, matching other

district's average of about 12%.” 
                                    

                                                                           -Jun Kim, Director of Technology, Moore Public Schools

Yes, your devices need protection. But the bigger picture is that you need a successful

technology deployment. UZBL offers you both. Moore Public Schools have counted on UZBL

for this over 23,385 times. Jun Kim, Director of Technology, understands how crucial it is to

partner with a company that understands logistics. The first day of school comes on time

every year. Your devices need to be ready. UZBL makes sure the right cases are delivered at

the right time. UZBL does not just design and manufacturer the most reliable cases for the

K12 education market, UZBL provides innovative solutions to logistics, specific requirements

for in-the-field performance, and custom design specifications.  

                                   



UZBL maintains a 1% failure rate in the field

across all clients in the K12 market, which is an

astonishing standalone statistic. When you

consider, however, that UZBL’s cases end up in

the hands of children and teenagers, it’s a nearly

unbelievable statistic. 

The value of successful
technology deployment
cannot be overstated.

TEACHERS, STUDENTS, & PARENTS
Teachers, students, and parents are three groups that
don’t have time to worry about device delivery, protection,
and implementation. And they shouldn’t have to.

LEARNING
Technology and learning will forever go hand-in-hand.
Technology is a vital part of both the classroom and at-
home learning after the bell rings. Devices don’t stay in the
classroom anymore. You need to make sure they make it
back in one piece.

SUSTAINABILITY
Device protection is only as good as its longevity. UZBL
cases are made to last. We help you roll out your
technology plan with every assumption that the cases will
outlast the life of the both device and the software.

CONSIDER THE IMPACT ON...

When it comes to device protection, UZBL understands
the importance of good stewardship of community
funding. Even more than providing cases to a school
distric, UZBL is partnering and helping in the education of
students through economical use of the community’s
education funding.   

COMMUNITY

Do you want to deal with broken devices? If the answer is no, UZBL is your sure solution.


